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Plasticine  
Character Creator 
KA-1255|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

Plasticine-24 Color Pack (12 in PDQ) 
KA-1252|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 1 (12 in PDQ)

NEW

NEW
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Spirograph® has made it possible for aspiring artists to 
create intricate mathematical designs using STEM principles. This 
iconic and award-winning brand has been inspiring creativity in 
generations of artists for over 50 years! 

Spirograph - Super Design Set
KA-1016|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Spirograph - Design Set Tin 
Ages 8+ 

Spirograph - Collector’s Tin 
KA-1021|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Spirograph - Deluxe Set 
KA-1001|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Bilingual|KA-1092|Case Pack: 12English|KA-1002|Case Pack: 12

Spirograph - Animator 
KA-1725|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 4

SpirographSpirograph

Spirograph - Retro Deluxe Set 
KA-1048|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Spirograph - Retro Design Tin 
KA-1090|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 12

Spirograph - Cyclex 
KA-1018|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 12

Spirograph - Doodle Art Journal
KA-1730|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 12

NEW

Spirograph - Junior 
KA-1023|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6
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Spirograph - 
Scratch and Shimmer 
KA-1035|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Spirograph -  
Mandala Maker 
KA-1754|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Spirograph -  
Kit with Markers (Bilingual) 
KA-1081|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Spirograph - Design Ruler 
KA-1019|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 12

Spirograph -  
Fun Shapes Set 
KA-1032|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Spirograph - Keychain 
KA-1028|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 12

Spirograph - Travel 
Ages 5+ 

Bilingual|KA-1093|Case Pack: 1 (5 in PDQ)

English|KA-1020|Case Pack: 12

Spirograph -  
Mini Gift Tin (12 in PDQ) 
KA-1030|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 1 (12 in PDQ)

Spirograph - 
Craft Activity Set 
KA-1031|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6

My Fairy GardenSpirograph

My Fairy Garden:  
Light Garden   
PAT-3644|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 2 

It’s so magical – a fairy garden with 
light! Children can blow on the fairy 
house to activate light and music! This 
set includes everything you’ll need to 
make a special garden for the fairy, 
Saffron, and her beautiful Unicorn. Add 
water to the pond and pump the water 
wheel! Seeds and growth may vary.  
Some assembly required. Requires  
2 AAA batteries (not included).

Blow on the  
fairy house to 
activate light  
and music!

My Fairy Garden: Light Treehouse   
PAT-3645|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 3 

It’s so magical – a fairy garden with colour-
changing light! Play inside the treehouse and tend to 
your fairy garden. This set includes everything you’ll 
need to make a special garden for the fairy, Amaya, 
and her mischievous owl, Hootie!

Includes: 2-story fairy light house with swivel top, 
bottom planting area, watering can, 2 gardening 
tools, seed packet, fairy seed starter, Amaya the 
Fairy, Hootie the Owl, fairy flying cord, leaflet.

Seeds and growth may vary. Some assembly 
required. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included).

My Fairy Garden:  
Light Unicorn Paradise   
PAT-3648|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 2 

Light up the mushroom and rainbow in this unicorn 
paradise! Plant, grow, and play with the enchanting 
garden playset! Kids can roleplay using the included 
fairy and unicorn figures and everything needed for the 
garden: soil, seeds, and garden tools. Seeds and growth 
may vary. Some assembly required. Requires 3 AAA 
batteries (not included).

The top  
swivels so you 
can shine the 
light here and 

there!

Limited

Quantity

Limited

Quantity

Limited

Quantity

NEW
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Koosh: Double Paddle Playset
PAT-9208|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 4

Koosh: Flingshot
PAT-9205|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 4

Koosh: Sharp Shot  
PAT-9209|Ages 6+|1-2 Players|Case Pack: 2 

Interactive target game that tests your aim! 
3 Game modes: cornhole, triple threat and 
sharpshooter. Features five light-up targets 
(light up red or green), door hanger and kick 
stand. Solo and multi-player options!

Koosh: Classic (24 in PDQ)
PAT-9203|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 1 (24 in PDQ)

Koosh: Minis 3-PK
PAT-9211|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 12

Koosh was originally developed as an easier way to play catch. This tactile wonder is now a classic toy. In fact, it was named one of the 
all-time100 greatest toys by Time Magazine. There is only one original Koosh and it’s built on decades of quality construction.

Koosh: Clip (24 in PDQ)
PAT-9210|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 1 (24 in PDQ)

Koosh: Mondo
PAT-9204|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 12

KooshNEW

Snap Ships: Maul
PAT-9524

Snap Ships: Javelin
 PAT-9522

Snap Ships: Scarab
PAT-9506

Snap Ships: Sawfly 
PAT-9503

Snap Ships: Locust
PAT-9502

Snap Ships: Wasp and Falx Battle Set 
PAT-9508

Snap Ships: Tunnelweb    
PAT-9523

Snap Ships: Hammerjaw   
PAT-9526

Snap Ships: Spitter   
PAT-9525

Snap Ships  
Ages 8+|Case Pack: 4  

A versatile building system for 
creating multiple crafts with 
action play. Each set includes 
pieces to build a ship or vehicle, 
and all sets and pieces are 
interchangeable, so kids can 
build however they want.

Snap Ships: Scorpion
PAT-9507

Snap Ships: Gladius
PAT-9509

Snap Ships: Trident  
PAT-9513

Snap Ships: Lance
PAT-9501

Snap Ships: Sabre
PAT-9505

Snap Ships: Scythe 
PAT-9504

Snap Ships
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Stinky Pig (Bilingual)  
PAT-27384|Ages 6+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 6*

Poke Stinky Pig’s belly to hear him sing, and then roll the die to see which way to pass him. Do it fast…
pass him left, pass him right, roll again…but hurry before he…randomly toots! If you’re holding Stinky 
Pig when he passes gas, you must take a token. But then keep playing…quickly…and the player with the 
fewest tokens in the end wins! Requires 2 AA batteries(included). *Must be ordered in full case packs

Pop-A-Tops  
Pirate’s Gold (4 in PDQ) 
PAT-6795|Ages 5+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 1 (4 in PDQ)

Pop the top to “roll” the dice! The dice will show you which 
treasure to collect, steal or lose! Arrrrr ye ready for some fun, 
mateys?!

Pop-A-Tops  
Martian (4 in PDQ) 
PAT-6796|Ages 5+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 1 (4 in PDQ)

Pop the top to “roll” the dice! The dice will show you a pattern, 
color and characters—be the first to find the card that matches! 
It’s an out-of-this-world fun, fast matching game! 

Yeti in My Spaghetti (Bilingual) 
PAT-26958|Ages 4+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 3

Who knew Yetis liked spaghetti? In this wacky, fun game, the 
noodles are laid across the bowl and the yeti is just sitting there on 
the noodles... but as you remove the noodles one by one, the yeti 
could fall into the bowl, and that would mean you lose! 

GamesGames

Giant Spoons   
PAT-6742|Ages 7+|3-8 Players|Case Pack: 6

Play this classic card game that’s bigger than life! Race to get four 
of a kind… and you’d better snag a spoon if you want to stay in the 
action! Each round somebody will be eliminated, so be sharp, but 
be thankful that the spoons aren’t!

7 Ate 9  
PAT-7284|Ages 8+|1-4 Players|Case Pack: 8

Race to get rid of your cards! Players add or subtract 1, 2 or 3 to 
the number on the card pile to see if they have a card that can be 
played next. Sounds easy, but with everyone racing to play cards, 
the numbers are always changing! 

Includes: 73 cards and rules.

War   
PAT-1466|Ages 4+|2 Players|Case Pack: 12 

Old Maid   
PAT-1464|Ages 4+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 12    

Crazy Eights   
PAT-1465|Ages 4+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 12    

Go Fish!   
PAT-1463|Ages 4+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 12 

Limited

Quantity Limited

Quantity Limited

Quantity Limited

Quantity
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5 Second Rule® Jr. 
PAT-7424|Ages 6+|3+ Players|Case Pack: 4

It seems like it would be easy to name three flavors of ice cream –but 
can you do it in under five seconds? You have to be quick so just say 
whatever comes to mind and risk silly answers slipping out. It’s all in 
good fun with this fast-paced game where you have to just spit it out.

5 Second Rule® 4th Edition 
PAT-7466|Ages 10+|3+ Players|Case Pack: 4

Draw a card like: Name 3 Magic Words. Sounds easy—but can 
you do it under the pressure of 5 seconds twisting down, and with 
the other players staring at you, waiting for you to get flustered? 
Time’s not on your side, so just say what comes to mind and risk 
ridiculous answers slipping out! 

5 Second Rule® Disney 
PAT-7467|Ages 6+|3-6 Players|Case Pack: 4

Disney version of the popular 5 Second Rule game. Name 3 items 
listed on the card in 5 seconds. Fast-paced, fun and engaging 
gameplay. Perfect for Disney fans. 

Party Games

NEW

5 Second Rule® Uncensored Round 2 
PAT-7454|Ages 17+|3+ Players|Case Pack: 4

It seems easy to name three things you nibble, but can you do it 
without getting tongue-tied and flustered? Everyone’s watching you, 
wondering what exactly you nibble, and time is twisting down—you 
only have five seconds to dig into the smutty corner of your mind 
and just spit it out! Uncensored Round 2 has a whole new set of 
dirty prompts for even more twisted fun! 

NEW

The Logo Game 
PAT-7443|Ages 12+|2-6 Players|Case Pack: 3

It’s the game of brands you know and 
love! From chocolate to cereal, football 
to flowers, soap to shoes—they all have 
LOGOs! The Logo Game is all about those 
logos and everything wrapped up in them.

What’s Yours Like?®  
(Bilingual)   
PAT-27416|Ages 12+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 3

Be clever, be witty, or be outrageous when 
describing your swimsuit, neighbor, closet, 
hair, or whatever guess word is picked. But, 
best of all, be creative so you don’t reveal 
the word to the player in the Hot Seat.

Brain Fart 
PAT-7691|Ages 14+|3+ Players|Case Pack: 4

Think fast and shout your answer because 
silence is deadly! Roll the big cubes to get 
nine categories, press the brain timer to get 
your letter and start the game. Take turns 
naming things in a category that start with the 
letter and grab the cube. Hurry before the 
brain farts! 

Party Games

NEW
NEW

Disney Ring it On! 
PAT-6799|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 4

Players race to make four-of-a-kind sets by swiftly swapping cards over 
and over in search of matches! Move fast and watch the cards because 
they can switch at any time! Find a set and ring that bell—ding!—and 
you’re one step closer to making all of your matches to win! 

Magical World of Disney Trivia
PAT-7519|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 3

With questions spanning from Steamboat Willie to Encanto, this 
trivia game takes you on a journey through time. Play as iconic 
Disney and Pixar characters while visiting 3D points of interest from 
the movies, and race toward the finish line to be named the game’s 
Ultimate Disney Trivia Master. Even the youngest fans can get in on 
the fun with special cards just for kids.
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Party Games

Relative Insanity 
PAT-7441|Ages 14+|4-12 Players|Case Pack: 4

In Relative Insanity, you read a 
situation card, then everyone 
chooses one of their punch line 
cards to finish the phrase.  The 
reader picks the funniest one to give 
that player a point. It’s a different 
hilarious game each time you play 
because there are 400 punch line 
cards to choose from and 100 
situation cards.

Relative Insanity:
2nd Generation 
PAT-7525|Ages 14+|4-12 Players|Case Pack: 4

Now enjoy the second round of 
fun with all-new cards! Add to the 
original game or play on its own!

Utter Nonsense (new design)
PAT-7483|Ages 8+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Utter Nonsense Adult (new design)
PAT-7484|Ages 17+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Relative Insanity: Family Gatherin’
PAT-7468|Ages 14+|Case Pack: 4

Relative Insanity: Old Farts
PAT-7496|Ages 14+|Case Pack: 4

Relative Insanity: Young’uns
PAT-7469|Ages 14+|Case Pack:4

Relative Insanity: Yes Guuurrrlll
PAT-7497|Ages 14+|Case Pack: 4

Utter Nonsense combines silly accents with 
even sillier phrases to create sayings that are just plain 
ridiculous! Each round features one accent, and each 
player must read one of their phrase cards in that ac-
cent. The judge then picks their favourite. You don’t have 
to be good at accents, it’s even funnier if you are not! 
Have fun and be as silly as you.

Expansion packs for even more Relative Insanity fun! Play as is or add to the original game. 

NEW

Things Schitt’s Creek Edition 
PAT-7714|Ages 14+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Everyone’s favorite game meets everyone’s favorite show! In this 
hilarious game, you read a topic card and then write down your 
response. It can be anything that comes to mind—there’s no right or 
wrong answer! Then all the responses are read aloud, and you have 
to figure out who said what! You won’t believe the THINGS… the 
people you know will come up with! With the Schitt’s Creek Edition, 
explore your thoughts about the show and it’s hilarious characters 
and see what THINGS… you’ll say!

The Game of Things...   
Card Game 
PAT-7708|Ages 14+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6

The Game of THINGS...in a smaller box! 
Easier for travel, so that you can play 
anywhere. Includes over 100 new topic 
cards. 

Things 
PAT-7713|Ages 14+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 4

This hilarious party game presents players 
with provocative topics like “THINGS… 
people do when no one is looking” and 
allows each player to say whatever comes 
to mind. Pick a topic, get everyone to write 
a response, read them out loud and guess 
the things your friends think. 

Nasty Things 
PAT-7712|Ages 14+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 4

The Game of Things.... for adults! This 
version of THINGS takes the gloves off 
and provides adults a way to play this 
great game once the children have been 
put to bed. Beware though, you might 
wake them up with your laughing! 

Party Games

NEW
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SET Games

SET 
SET-100|Ages 8+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 12 

This award-winning game challenges players to race to 
find as many SETs of symbols as they can! SET is perfect 
for a wide age range and number of players (including 
solo play!) and is a fun intergenerational game as well.

Includes: 81 Cards, Rules

Zangle 
SET-11000|Ages 6+|1-6 Players|Case Pack: 12

Combine two or more cards to create the shape on another 
card! There are three ways to play: turn-taking, speedster 
and solo play.

Includes: 120 Cards, Rules

WordSpiel 
SET-3000|Ages 8+|1-6 players|Case Pack: 12  

Start your word with the last letter played! Add strategy by ending 
your words with tricky letters, making it harder for the next player! 

Includes:110 Cards, Digital Timer, Rules

Karma 
SET-9000 | Ages 8+ |2-6 Players|Case Pack: 12 

This elimination-style card game allows for multiple winners! Race to 
get rid of your cards by playing a card of equal or higher value! 

Includes: 60 Cards, Rules

Five Crowns Junior 
SET-4500|Ages 5+|2-6 players|Case Pack: 6 

Five Crowns Junior is a kid-style rummy that is 
fun for the whole family! This award-winning 
game has kids on a treasure hunt as they are on 
the lookout to match all five cards in their hand 
to earn treasure chips!

Includes: 50 Cards, 5 Extra Large Wild Cards, 
84 Point Chips, Rules

Quiddler Junior 
SET-5300|Ages 6+|2-6 Players|Case Pack: 6 

Quiddler Junior is a card game in which players try to score the 
most points possible by creating words from the letters in their 
hand. The difficulty has been scaled down for younger players

Includes: 118 Cards, 96 Point Chips, Rules

SET Junior 
SET-1300|Ages 3+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6 

SET Junior uses the familiar SET gameplay, but scaled down 
in difficulty for younger players. In SET, players want to create 
sets of three cards, with each card in the set having the same 
feature as each other card in the set or a different feature. 

Includes: 2-Sided Game Board, 27 Tiles, 24 Point Chips, Rules

SET Games
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Farkle Score Sheets    
PAT-6922|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 12 

Usable with Farkle, Farkle 
Dice cups, Farkle Frenzy, or 
Farkle Nano.

Farkle Flip™     
PAT-6912|Ages 8+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 6*

Farkle Flip puts a different spin on Farkle! Flip 
cards over, hoping to make combinations to help 
you win using your own hand, or another player’s 
hand. *Must be ordered in full case packs.

Farkle     
PAT-6910|Ages 8+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Become a Farkle fanatic with this Classic Dice-Rolling, 
Risk-Taking Game™. Take a risk and keep rolling to build 
your score. Or play it safe so you don’t lose your points 
in a Farkle. It’s a fight to the finish in this fabulously fun 
game of strategy and luck! 

Quiddler 
SET-5000|Ages 8+|1-8 Players|Case Pack: 12  

Quiddler is easy to learn and fun for everyone! Because 
it’s The SHORT Word Game®, it attracts non-word-game 
players as well as people who love word games! It’s great 
for families and parties! Plus, it sharpens skills like spelling, 
vocabulary and critical thinking.

Includes: 118 Cards, Rules

Five Crowns 25th Anniversary 
PAT-4156|Ages 8+|1-7 Players|Case Pack: 8  

Packaged in a limited edition collectible travel tin!

Includes: 116 Cards, Score Pad, Rules  

Five Crowns 
SET-4001| Ages 8+|1-7 Players|Case Pack: 12  

It’s a best-selling, award-winning five-suited rummy-style 
game with a rotating wild card—watch out for that wild King!

Includes: 116 Cards, Rules

Five Crowns (Bilingual) 
SET-24001|Ages 8+|1-7 players|Case Pack: 6

Bilingual version of the best-selling, award-winning five-suited 
rummy-style game.

Includes: Includes: 116 Cards, Rules

GamesSET Games

Five Crowns Score Sheets 
PAT-4009|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 12

Windward 
PAT-7488|Ages 14+|1-5 Players|Case Pack: 4 

Master the skies by harnessing the power 
of ever-changing winds and get ahead of 
opponents by using the wind in creative 
and clever ways; Build their engine and hire 
a crew of specialists and gather supplies 
to evolve the ship throughout the game, 
optimizing their choice strategy; Pick up and 
deliver—hunt leviathans and bring them 
back to the floating city, avoiding opponents 
who attempt to get in the way!

Criminal Minds  
Unknown Subject 
PAT-7528|Ages 14+|5-8 Players|Case Pack: 4 

Unknown Subject is a fast-paced social 
deduction game based on the hit TV 
show Criminal Minds! Play as familiar FBI 
Behavioral Analysis Unit Agents to identify 
the killer in your midst, or work against the 
goals of the BAU to get away with your 
crimes and escape! Investigate, use the 
profile, and accuse your fellow players to 
come out on top!

NEW NEW

NEW

Reign 
PAT-7487|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 4 

Four factions of warriors battle to survive 
on a doomed land that will be destroyed 
piece by piece, taking its occupants with 
it. You must strategize to survive—by 
fleeing, fighting or sacrificing your weakest 
members—whatever you must do to be the 
last one left standing when the land around 
you has been annihilated. 

NEW
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Go Fishing™ (Bilingual) 
SM-2677|Ages 4+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

Tic-Tac-Toe (Bilingual)   
SM-2675|Ages 4+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6

Bingo (Bilingual)  
SM-2674|Ages 4+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6

Hangman (Bilingual)  
SM-2673|Ages 5+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6

Classic GamesClassic Games

Memory Card Matching Game
PAT-1555|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

The Classic Game of Visual Recall! The first game 
for children, this classic game of concentration 
and visual recall engages young children with 
colorful cards. Flipping cards over to find pairs is 
a fun developmental game.

NEW

The Original Waterfuls 
KA-1580|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

The original handheld game! Includes 6 retro-inspired game cards 
to change up game play options. Portable, mess-free  
fun on the go! Screen-free fun for all ages.

Original Wooly Willy® 
SM-30|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 12*

Use the magnetic wand to move iron powder into position to draw whiskers, 
sideburns, a mustache, or different hairstyles on Wooly Willy®. Wooly Willy, 
the original favourite, is ranked as one of the greatest toy concepts of all time.

* Must be ordered in full case packs

Take n Play Display 1:  
Hangman/Go Fishing (Assorted 6 in PDQ) 
SM-2680|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 1 (Assorted 6 in PDQ)

Take n Play Display 2:  
Bingo/Tic-Tac-Toe (Assorted 6 in PDQ) 
SM-2681|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 1 (Assorted 6 in PDQ)
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Magnetic Solar System™  
SM-7433

Magnetic Construction Site™ 
SM-7104

Magnetic Trains™  
SM-7133

Magnetic Ocean Adventure™  
SM-7109

Magnetic Dinosaurs™  
SM-7131

Create-a-Scene Magnetic Playsets 
Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6  

Children will exercise their imaginations for hours, with these magnetic playsets that 
encourage storytelling, promote problem-solving skills, and builds skills. The 18” x 14” play 
board folds in half, and is sealed to make clean up easier. The vinyl, waterproof magnetic 
playing pieces provide extra hold.

Colorforms 
Case Pack: 6  

For over 70 years, Colorforms has offered repositionable sticker sets that have inspired creative expression and fun! 

Fun With Magnets 
SM-5250|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6  

Kids will love to learn about the mysteries of magnetism as fun 
and science are combined in Fun with Magnets. Activity cards 
included in the kit teach about magnetic fields, poles, and the 
different kinds of magnets.

Magnetic Enchanted Kingdom™  
SM-7115

Magnetic Fairies™  
SM-7125

Magnetic Doll House™  
SM-7107

Magnetic Farm™  
SM-7101

Magnetic Zoo™  
SM-7102

Magnetic Playsets

Colorforms - 70th Anniversary 
KA-1875|Ages 3+

Colorforms - Farm Picture Playset 
KA-1876|Ages 3+

Colorforms - Pets Picture Playset 
KA-1113|Ages 3+

Colorforms - Market Picture Playset 
KA-1114|Ages 3+

Colorforms - Silly Faces Game 
KA-1115|Ages 3+

Colorforms

Colorforms - Original Classic 
KA-2734|Ages 5+
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Playskool Magnatab
Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6  

The Original Magnatab® was designed with the Montessori learning style in mind, creating a sensory-based learning and play experience. 
Using the magnetic stylus, children pull the beads up to the surface to make letters, numbers or creative images. In doing this, they feel the 
pull of the magnets, hear their clicking sound, and see what they are drawing. The beads are magically “erased” when pushed down by the 
tip of a finger or the swipe of the side of the stylus. 

Magnatab Numbers and Shapes 
PAT-6319

Magnatab Glow-in-the-Dark 
PAT-6321

Magnatab A to Z Lowercase 
PAT-6322

Magnatab A to Z Uppercase 
PAT-6323

Magnatab Free Draw 
PAT-6320

Gimme A Ring 
PAT-6325|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6

Gimmie A Ring is made from sustainable wood and infused with 
pops of color, lights, sounds and music to help children learn and 
grow. You can even record a special message for them to hear.

Pop A Tune
PAT-6327|Ages 1+|Case Pack: 2

Turn your little musician into a pop pianist! Tap on 
the keys to hear exciting sounds - Bells, whistles, 
laughter, and more - With a big surprise, a colorful 
ball goes flying inside the transparent dome.Keep 
playing and exploring the sounds. After every 
note, the flying spheres fall back into the pipes, 
ready to be launched again.

Magnatab Magnatab

NEW

NEW
NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Alphabuild 
KID-389|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 4 

Children can use their imaginations to create pictures, 
shapes, make letters or numbers! Great for at-home use 
or in the classroom!

Origami Color - Changing Boats 
KID-460|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 4

A fun bathtime toy! In warm water, the hull 
transforms into bright new colors for a fun 
surprise! Easy to clean.

Sort-a-Shape House 
KID-205|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 4

An engaging shape and color sorter for curious minds! 
Match the six three-dimensional forms to the uniquely shaped 
windows, doors and chimney. The shapes are perfectly sized 
for small hands, with rounded edges that make it easy to hold 
and manipulate so you can always get a perfect fit.

Infant Toys

Go Car  
Ages 1+|Case Pack: 4

The perfect first car for the early vehicle enthusiast! Its 
modern design has no sharp edges, a pleasing feel and 
adorable faux headlights. The unique rounded open roof 
doubles as an easy to grasp handle for superior hold, push 
and roll control!

Wobble  
Ages 1+|Case Pack: 4*

Push, pull or grab the colorful wobbling forest animal and 
its weighted bottom will always spin it back upright for more 
play! The soothing, repetitive action will improve hand/eye 
coordination in young children and delight for hours.   
* Must be ordered in full case packs

 Fox|KID-240  Raccoon|KID-241  Owl|KID-242  Blue|KID-140  Green|KID-139  Red|KID-138

Spinning Tops (24 in PDQ)  
KID-234|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 1 (24 in PDQ) 

Classic tops feature a bright, modern cyclone design that 
will quickly twist and spin to entertain children of all ages. 
Great for stuffing goody bags, stockings and more!

Activity Board 
KID-447|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 4 

Sound, light and vibration effects are triggered by baby’s touch 
and modulated by their actions. Bright colors and interesting 
shapes hold your child’s attention, and an integrated handle 
makes it easy to grab and go!

Infant Toys

OK to Wake! 
ONA-031|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 4

Ok to Wake! is a simple, visual indicator that informs 
toddlers when it’s time to get up. It is a bedside clock with a 
night-light, a convenient nap timer, alarm with snooze, and 
fun animations. Also includes two interchangable faceplates. 
Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).
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Fashion Plates 
Ages 6+  

This classic mix-and-match drawing set has inspired 
countless fashionistas to dream and design their own 
fashion portfolios!

LatchKits 
Ages 6+  

The classic latch hook kit is 
back! Introduce a whole new 
generation of creative kids to 
this easy-to-learn craft. No 
cutting or sewing, your fluffy 
rug is ready to hang!

Fashion Plates - Classic Styles 
KA-1300|Case Pack: 6

Fashion Plates - Retro Remix 
KA-1352|Case Pack: 6

Fab Lab: Tie Dye 
PAT-3684|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Have fun creating the latest tie dye fashions using your  
own shirts, socks, shoes and more! Includes fun, water-based 
permanent dyes and easy-to-follow directions! Hypo-
allergenic, non-toxic and safe! 

Includes: 4 plastic applicator bottles with coloured dye mixture, 
30 latex-free elastic bands, protective gloves, instructions.

Fashion Plates - Superstar 
KA-1350|Case Pack: 6

Fashion Plates - Travel 
KA-1306|Case Pack: 12

Fashion Plates - Sweet Styles 
KA-1308|Case Pack: 6

LatchKits - Unicorn 
KA-1601|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Owl 
KA-1602|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Butterfly 
KA-1806|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Swan 
KA-1807|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Mermaid 
KA-1603|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Smiling Rainbow 
KA-1801|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Poodle 3D 
KA-1604|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Panda 3D 
KA-1606|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Puppy 
KA-1802 | Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Cupcake 
KA-1803|Case Pack: 4

LatchKits - Pineapple 
KA-1804|Case Pack: 4

LatchKitsFashion Plates

Limited

Quantity

NEW NEW
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Make a Friend 
Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6

Prepare for an overload of cuteness with this adorable stuffie kids can stitch 
and stuff themselves. Just stitch it up and get ready for adventures, with ready-
to-wear clothes and easy-to-make accessories.

Make Your OwnString Art

String Art 
Ages 10+|Case Pack: 6

A fun-tastic, new, award-winning way to 
make string art. Just push the pins right 
into the patterns on the foam canvases, 
no hammer or nails needed. Use the 
three different designs printed right on the 
canvases, or create your own designs on 
the other side. Once you’ve achieved string 
art awesomeness, just hang it up or lean it 
in your room to display! Caution: contains 
sharp pins.

Make Your Own Potions 
Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6

Gather up your magic, follow simple recipes 
and use the ingredients gathered from mystical 
places. When you’re done, everything can be 
stored inside the special cabinet.  

Peace String Art
AW-245

Llama String Art
AW-3025

Unicorn String Art
AW-3000

Pandacorn String Art
AW-3024

Tropical String Art
AW-3088

Sea Turtle String Art
AW-3098

Unicorn Potions
AW-3123

Butterfly String Art
AW-3125

Owl String Art
AW-683

Mermaid Potions
AW-3099

Fairy Potions
AW-3069

Make a Fox Friend
AW-3070

Make a Mouse Friend
AW-3180

Make a Bunny Friend 
AW-3071

NEW NEW
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Charms and BraceletsCharms and Bracelets 

Glow-in-the-Dark  
Charm Bracelets
AW-3179|Ages: 6+

Charming Charms
AW-3102|Ages: 8+

Puffy Charms
AW-3064|Ages: 7+

Sparkle Charm  
Bracelets
AW-3014|Ages: 6+

Puffy Charm Bracelets
AW-3001|Ages: 6+

12 Days of DIY  
Charm Jewelry
AW-3187|Ages: 6+

Puffy Charm Palooza 
AW-3076|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 4 

Put your stickers together for plenty of puffy fun! Mix and 
match to create personalized charms for backpacks, shoes, 
notebooks, zipper pulls and more. Make 249 delightfully 
unique charms in all! 

Puffy Charm Bracelets (18 in PDQ) 
AW-3121|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 1 (18 in PDQ) 

Puffy charm bracelets aren’t just fun to make, they’re a blast to collect. Mix 
and match the charms to make a unique bracelet. Just line up the matching 
stickers, add a metal ring and thread it onto the elastic cord. Great to trade 
and share with friends. This display features three each of Puffy Charm 
Bracelet Kits in rainbows, food fun, tropical, space, animals and retro themes.

Charmtopia
AW-3186|Ages 10+|Case Pack: 4 

Puffy stickers never go out of style! Mix and match your faves 
to create personalized accessories!  Just stick two puffy stickers 
together to make charms! Includes chain bracelets, necklace, 
hair pins and more!

Fortune Bracelets
AW-3177|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Have fun discovering your future 
career, your lucky charm, and 
more! Just find the symbol at the 
center of one of the fortune tellers, 
scratch off that symbol on the 
matching card, and find out which 
bracelet to make.

Hair Charms
AW-3182|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6 

Add some extra sparkle to your hair 
with simple, fun, and pretty fold-
over hair charms. Just fold and stick 
charms to your hair: they’re easy to 
put on and remove!

Bracelet Box
AW-663|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Talk about a gem of a craft! 
These nine jewel-toned 
bracelets are great fun 
to make and wear. From 
braiding to beading, all 
kinds of cool and different 
techniques go into making 
the nine bracelets. 

Charms 
Case Pack: 6

Puffy stickers never go out of style! Mix and match your faves to create personalized charms for friends and family, no tools 
or glue required.

Puffy Stick-on 
Earrings
AW-3178|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Charming, mixable & 
match-able! Show off your 
style with 21 fun pairs of 
dot earrings & 20 pairs of 
dangle earrings. Easy to 
make, wear, and remove!

NEW NEW
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Sewing ProjectsYarn Animals

The Yarn Tree Kit
AW-270|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Our yarn tree kit is a fun artsy-craftsy way to create a 
place for necklaces, bracelets, and earrings to hang out. 
Kit includes an 18” tall bendable wire tree and a wonderful 
assortment of colorful yarn. It will be the envy of jewelry 
boxes everywhere.

Yarn Llama
AW-3002|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Get a load of this llama! Making this cute 
craft is no prob-llama. Just assemble the 
cardboard form, wrap it with yarn, and 
dress it with a colorful bridle and blanket. So 
darling you’ll want to wrap up a whole herd!

Yarn Unicorns
AW-665|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

The Craft-tastic yarn unicorn kit will tap into 
new crafting skills! Thanks to our step-by-
step directions. Our two unicorns are super 
colorful, creative, a great craft for kids and 
make fantastic display pieces. 

I Love Crafts
Ages 7+|Case Pack: 6 

A rainbow of crafting fun, these 6 awesome projects will make true believers out of kids. They make stuff they can wear, stuff 
they can play with and, stuff they can display.

Let’s Learn to Sew
AW-3126|Ages 7+|Case Pack: 6 

This kit is perfect for kids who want to learn to sew. The 34-page step-
by-step instruction booklet allows kids to grow their skills with 15 fun 
projects! The kit includes fabric, thread, and stuffing for 9 projects, plus 
items they’ll use again and again, like a measuring tape, pins, and 
needles.

Learn to Sew
AW-635|Ages 7+|Case Pack: 6 

This craft kit is tailor-made for sewing fun and includes a comprehensive 
full-color instruction booklet kids will use for these projects—and again 
for reference on future projects. We put a lot of thought and time into 
making an easy-to-follow, step-by-step booklet that teaches kids 
sewing basics and graduates through more advanced techniques.

I Love Mermaids
AW-636

I Love Unicorns
AW-634

I Love Rainbows
AW-3072

Mythical Pom Animals  
AW-3015|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6 

Young crafters will believe they can do 
anything after they complete this set of 
adorable mythical pom animals. The pre-
sewn felt shapes make it so easy, you’ll have 
to see it to believe it. Just stuff ’em, put the 
poms on ’em, and they’ll have a BFF forever.

NEW NEW
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Young CraftingAll About Me Crafts

All About Me Quiz Art
AW-3091|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Put your true colors on display! Start by answering the fun questions 
in the quiz book. Each response has a color – just weave that thread 
around the wooden frame. You’ll soon have a bright woven artwork 
that is all about you!

All About Me Empower Flower
AW-3151|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Celebrate yourself with a stunning work of art as unique and special 
as you are. Create the flower design with iridescent foil, gold foil, 
and colorful strips, then personalize it with over 250 words that 
describe YOU. Finish it off with a shaker bubble filled with metallic 
confetti to let your personality shine.

All About Me Quiz Bracelets 
AW-3090|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Your answers to the seven fun quizzes in the 14-page quiz book will 
guide your selection of thread, beads, and charms as you create 
seven bracelets that are totally you!

All About Me Scratch & Sticker Journal 
AW-3097|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Scratch off the quiz answers sprinkled throughout the 36-page, spiral-
bound journal to reveal more about you. Or, design your own fashion 
statement, express yourself with the cute and colorful stickers, and 
much more! 

Magical Fairy Treats 
AW-3176|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Fairies LOVE sweet treats, and kids do too! 
Make magic in the kitchen with 18 magic-
filled fairy recipes and magical baking 
supplies. The 40-page recipe book includes 
sweet, savory, and fun recipes so you can 
make magic in your kitchen!

Magical Wands 
AW-3154|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Wands are made of magical ingredients like 
stars from a rainbow, magical unicorn hair, 
and pearls that hold wishes. Enter a world 
of imagination by looking through the center 
of each wand! Make 5 wands with “special 
powers.” Finished wands between 6-7 
inches long. 

Magical Unicorn Friend
AW-3175|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

How do you make a unicorn? A unicorn 
needs a friend’s love and care to come to life. 
Customize your unicorn with colorful hair, 
stuff it with fluffy clouds, and stitch it closed. 
Your new friend will show you how to use 
the clothes and easy-to-make accessories to 
create unicorn magic together.

Enchanted Sticker Playhouse
AW-3067|Case Pack: 16

Wall Sticker Playhouse
AW-699|Case Pack: 8

Sticker Playhouses 
Ages 3+ 

Kids will know wall-to-wall fun in the house 
with this 3-foot tall dream home that sticks 
right to your wall! They’ll use their stick-to-it-
iveness and imagination to decorate the home 
of their wildest dreams. Simply peel and stick 
(and re-stick) the 650+ repositionable, static 
cling stickers for no bore décor and hours of 
decorating fun.

NEW NEW
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Collage CraftsBowls and More!

My Very Own Wall Collage 
AW-3093|Ages 10+|Case Pack: 4 

Turn your space into a true work of art showcasing your individuality 
and personal style. The colorful pictures, cards, and cutouts found in 
the Wall Collage set can be arranged any way you like to show off 
your hopes, your dreams, and all your favorite things. Your wall, your 
style–and endless possibilities!

Customizable Collage Kit 
AW-3188|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 4 

Your wall, your style – and endless possibilities! 200 prints plus 375 
stickers allow tweens to choose their favorite pieces to make their 
space a work of art! This kit includes shimmering iridescent and gold 
prints, 80 foam spacers to add dimension, and paint-safe tape so 
they can arrange it in any shape!

The Inspire Poster Kit 
AW-689|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Words speak volumes to kids. Do they want to “Collect moments, 
not things”? Or “Follow your heart”? Or “Rise by lifting others”? 
Whatever they aspire to, they can create a poster from 36 wonderful 
and inspirational quotes that speak to their heart, empowerment, 
strength, smart side, and personal journey.

Design Your Own Wall Collage 
AW-3156|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Create a Wall Collage to show off your hopes, your dreams, and all 
your favorite things. Arrange the prints any way you like, add stickers 
to personalize it, add your own photos, and you’ll have a true work of 
art! Your wall, your style – and endless possibilities!

Paper Bowls 
AW-247|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

So cute, you’ll be bowled over! Make our pretty decorative bowls 
using only paper and glue. Just apply our colorful paper circles over 
our bowl forms, add a few coats of glue, let dry, remove forms and, 
voila! They’re ready for all to see. 

Nature Collection 
AW-3185|Ages 10+|Case Pack: 6 

With realistic flowers, butterflies, and 
greenery you can bring freshness and 
vibrancy to your space! Prints combined 
with spacers add dimension and 3D effects 
to your collage to create an immersive 
garden. Tape is removable and paint-safe for 
collaging on any surface. This set comes with 
226 prints and 25 clear bonus stickers for 
limitless design fun!

Mini Thread Bowls 
AW-293|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

How about a little eye candy for your rings, bling and other cute 
things? These three bowls are both fun and functional and they’re 
easy-to-make, too. We give you the molds and all the brightly 
colored thread to make three different-sized bowls.

NEW NEW
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Nature CraftsNature Crafts

Make A Bug Hotel 
AW-3309|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Welcome the natural world and its inhabitants with Make A Bug Hotel! 
The hotel itself is easy to make—no tools required! Then decorate it with 
the provided stickers, add some natural elements, and put it outside. 
Your hotel will be welcoming some creepy crawlies in no time! 

Make A Butterfly House 
AW-3307|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Welcome beautiful butterflies to your home with Make A Butterfly 
House! The house is easy to make—no tools required—then decorate it 
with the provided plastic butterflies, add water and flowers, and wait! 
Your house is the perfect shelter for butterflies to keep them safe from 
harsh weather and predators. 

Enchanted Garden 
AW-3301|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Design a environment for the unicorn and her friends. Grow the 
included Ryegrass seeds, or add plants from your own garden! Make 
a small sand pit for the critters to play in. Take care of your plants and 
play with your unicorn—the perfect combo of growing and playing! 

Dino Garden
AW-3302|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Design your prehistoric environment for all your dinosaurs! Use the sand 
pit to bury and unearth fossils, and grow the included Ryegrass seeds, 
or add plants from your own garden. Take care of your plants and play 
with your dinosaurs—the perfect combo of growing and playing! 

Scavenger Hunt Potions 
AW-3304|Ages 4+|Case Pack: 6 

Discover the magic of nature! Adventure outdoors to collect magical 
natural ingredients, then combine them to create special magic potions. 
This kit has all you’ll need to make seven potions—and the decorative 
bottles can be reused again and again!

Nature Lantern
AW-3306|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Assemble, decorate, add the light, then display your beautiful nature 
lantern! Explore outside to find the best materials to decorate your 
lantern, and then have a beautiful, hand-made decoration to display 
around your home. Express your creativity and get out into the world!

Scavenger Hunt Journal 
AW-3305|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6 

Packed with prompts, one-of-kind outdoor activities and much more, 
this kit is guaranteed to keep your little ones creatively engaged through 
nature. Includes more than 500 stickers and 32 pages of nature-
inspired fun. 

Nature Inspired Accessories 
AW-3303|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6 

Add natural elements to create stunning accessories with objects around 
you! Make one of a kind nature inspired necklaces, custom bracelets 
or gather greenery to create a headband. Five projects ensure that with 
the help of nature you will have fun!

NEW NEW
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Stickers!Stickers!

Sticker Palooza 
AW-3111|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 4 

These thick, high-quality stickers are mom-approved because they 
stick great but are removable with no sticky mess left behind – yay! 
Personalize your notebook, phone case, instrument case, water bottle, 
or anything else you can think of with over 1500 fun stickers.

Sticker It Up! 
Case Pack: 6 

A fun and refreshing alternative to coloring! Want to start over? No 
worries, you can remove the repositionable cling stickers and start again!

Nail Sticker Express 
AW-3153|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6 

The Nail Sticker Express truck is delivering the 
coolest designs to make your nails pop! Over 
3000 amazing stickers, including special 
gold foil and sparkly glitter sheets, will turn 
your nails into mini works of art. 

Stickerfetti 
AW-3112|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6 

Personalize your notebook, phone case, 
instrument case, water bottle, or anything else 
you can think of with fun stickers. Choose from 
trendy designs like cute animals, adorable 
aliens, tasty food, rainbows, and more.

Sticker Party 
AW-3183|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 6 

These thick, high-quality stickers are mom-
approved because they stick great but are 
removable with no sticky mess left behind 
– yay! Personalize your notebook, phone 
case, instrument case, water bottle, or 
anything else you can think of with 1000+ 
fun stickers.

Animal Town 
AW-3155|Ages 3+

Personal Spaces
AW-3104

Living Large
AW-3158

Retro
AW-3181

Gardens
AW-3174

Wanderlust
AW-3106

Happy Moments
AW-3159

Succulents and Crystals
AW-3103

Flower Fest
AW-3105

Good Vibes
AW-3157|Ages 8+

Sticker & Chill 
Ages Adult|Case Pack: 6*

Relax, unwind and tap into your 
creative side with Sticker & Chill. 
Choose one of the 10 scenes and 
add as many (or as few) stickers from 
the matching sticker sheet as you 
like to create scenes that reflect your 
style. A fun and refreshing alternative 
to coloring because you can’t make 
any mistakes. And you can change 
your mind! Don’t like what you see? 
No worries, you can remove the 
repositionable cling stickers and start 
again—no commitment necessary!

*Must be ordered in full case packs

NEW NEW
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Craft CrushCraft Crush

Bracelet Box Kit 
Ages 13+|Case Pack: 4 

Fun to make and even more fun to wear, the trendy and stylish bracelets you make yourself in this kit are sure to make a statement. 
From beads to braiding, this collection has it all, allowing you to show off your crafting skills and your style. Everything you need to 
create 8 unique and beautiful bracelets is included in this complete package.

Bracelet Box Kit: Gold 
AW-3109

Bracelet Box Kit: Blush 
AW-3035

Bracelet Box Kit: Neutrals 
AW-662

Flower Art 
AW-3054|Ages 13+|Case Pack: 4 

Tap into your inner flower power with this beautiful flower art craft 
set. Simply arrange the pre-cut petals any way you like, then place 
them in the decorative frame. Secure it with just pins and a bit of glue. 
Display it on a table, shelf or wall to add a splash of color sure to 
brighten any room!

Mini Terrariums 
AW-3056|Ages 13+|Case Pack: 4 

Hang a garden on the wall with this delightful yet easy-to-make 
terrarium set. Start with a base of pebbles, then add some faux 
moss and roll up the felt succulents. Arrange them in the geometric 
containers. The best part? They never need water!

Paper Bowls Kit 
AW-602|Ages 13+|Case Pack: 4 

Using our colorful paper, you simply glue the 
patterned circles together using our bowl molds, 
let them dry, and then set them out. Keep all your 
favorite things organized in these three pretty bowls!

Weaving Loom
AW-600|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 4 

This easy-to-use, weaving loom set lets anyone who has never 
woven before design and create beautiful home decor and 
clothing featuring intricate and colorful designs. Friends and 
family will be amazed at your woven creations!

Commitment Free Stickers
AW-208|Ages 13+|Case Pack: 6 

Personalize all of your favorite things with 400+ unique stickers! 
Decorate your planner, laptop, journal, phone case, and 
anything else you can think of! Choose from trendy designs like 
flowers, butterflies, plants, quotes, and more.

Thread Bowls Kit 
AW-610|Ages 13+|Case Pack: 4 

These three tiny thread bowls, 
made with 17 pretty thread 
colors,are perfect for holding 
earrings, rings and necklaces.  
They’re super easy to make!

Felt Succulent Kit 
AW-604|Ages 13+|Case Pack: 4 

You don’t have to be a gardener to make these 
succulents. You simply take each piece of felt, roll it, 
secure it with a rubber band, and then adhere it to 
the bottom of the frame. You then use the pieces of 
chalk to color the leaves to your liking.

NEW NEW
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Loopdedoo

Loopdedoo Bracelet Spinning 
Loom Deluxe Edition
AW-3110|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 4 

The Loopdedoo® spinning loom makes it fun and 
easy to make friendship bracelets in just a few 
minutes.  And we love that it allows you to design 
your own bracelets. There are no patterns to follow 
so you get to decide how to make the bracelet look. 
The deluxe edition includes 30 colors of thread, 65 
charms and 90 beads.

Loopdedoo Bracelet Spinning Loom
AW-215|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6

Have fun creating bracelets for friends and family! The Loopdedoo® 
spinning loom makes it easy! There are no patterns to follow so you 
get to decide how to make the bracelet look. You can modify the 
looping styles, thickness, and colors to easily and quickly create 
bracelets that are completely unique to you.

Loopdeloom Weaving Loom
AW-244|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6 

Weaving just got fast and fun! Loopdeloom is an ingenious new loom 
design with spinning pegs that speeds up the weaving process and 
makes it super simple. The winner of multiple prestigious toy and craft 
awards, it’s simple to set up, it’s simple to use, and it’s surprisingly fast. 
So many things you can create, so many beautiful possibilities. 

Loopdedoo Thread Refills
AW-216|Ages 8+|Case Pack: 12

NEW


